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Abstract: Offshore wind energy, as one of the featured rich renewable energy sources, is getting
more and more attention. The cable connection layout has a significant impact on the economic
performance of offshore wind farms. To make better use of the wind resources of a given sea area, a
new method for optimal construction of offshore wind farms with different types of wind turbines has
emerged in recent years. In such a wind farm, the capacities of wind turbines are not identical which
brings new challenges for the cable connection layout optimization. In this work, an optimization
model named CCLOP is proposed for such wind farms. The model incorporates both the cable
capital cost and the cost of power losses associated with the cables in its objective function. To get an
optimized result, a Voronoi diagram based adaptive particle swarm optimization with local search
is proposed and applied. The simulation results show that the proposed method can help find a
solution that is 12.74% outperformed than a benchmark.

Keywords: offshore wind farm; multiple wind turbine types; cable connection layout; power losses;
Voronoi diagram; adaptive particle swarm optimization; local search

1. Introduction

With the increasing demand for green energy, the use of rich renewable energy sources
such as wind energy has drawn a wide attention [1]. Compared with onshore wind farms,
offshore wind farms (OWFs) possess superiorities involving higher wind speed, rich wind
energy resources, less turbulence intensity, good visualization, noise-free to residents,
etc. [2]. However, the immense investment, including capital expenditure (CAPEX) and the
operational cost of OWFs, is much higher than that of onshore wind farms, which seriously
hinders their commission and development [3]. Therefore, in order to obtain an OWF
with high investment benefits, researchers are devoted to studying the cable connection
layout optimization problem (CCLOP) of OWFs [4]. Based on the concept of the minimum
spanning tree (MST) in graph theory, the greedy algorithm has been used to solve the
CCLOP [5]. In [5], the whole wind farm was divided into several regions using the fuzzy
c-means algorithm, then the Prim algorithm is used to solve the CCLOP for each area. Due
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to the complexity of the CCLOP, metaheuristic algorithms were also adopted to solve the
CCLOP [6,7]. In [6], the optimization model of the CCLOP is established considering the
voltage level, quantity, and location of the offshore substation (OS), then the model was
solved by the genetic algorithm. In [7], a new model based on the concept of MST was
proposed and solved by the adaptive particle swarm optimization (APSO) algorithm. The
simulation result showed that the APSO outperformed the result obtained by the prime
algorithm and the proposed dynamic MST algorithm. However, the influence of the cable
energy losses cost (CELC) [8] on the cable connection layout is not considered in the above
work.

With the increasing capacity and distance to shore of offshore wind farm, the CELC
becomes increasingly significant for CCLOP [8]. To consider this factor, some studies have
been conducted. In [9], a hybrid immune genetic algorithm was proposed to solve the
CCLOP. The cost of more components such as transformers and substations was considered
simultaneously with the cables’ costs and solved by an improved genetic algorithm in [10].
In addition to using heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms, mathematical programming
was also applied in solving CCLOP considering CELC’s impact [11,12]. In [11], the ordinal
optimization and mixed-integer programming method were combined to solve the CCLOP
and the results demonstrated that combined method obtains a better solution than mixed-
integer programming. The CCLOP was formulated as mixed-integer linear programming
problem in [12]. It was designed to ensure an uncrossed cable connection layout so as to
eliminate the extra cots on installation as well as operations and maintenance.

On the other hand, existing OWFs are always composed of the same type of wind
turbine (WT) whereas several recent studies have shown the benefits of constructing an
OWF with diverse types of WTs [13,14]. Therefore, with the willingness of maximizing the
use of the resources of the sea area, reducing the levelized cost of energy of the OWF, a new
type of OWF, namely, an offshore wind farm with different wind turbine types (OWFD)
came into being and attracted the worldwide attention. Reference [15] is one of the earliest
studies on solving the wind farm layout optimization problem for an OWFD where the
WTs positions and the type on each position were optimized simultaneously to maximize
the total power generation. Similarly, the WTs’ positions and the type based on the Jensen
wake model to minimize the levelized cost of energy considering the cost of the foundation
system, offshore electrical system, offshore transportation and installation in [16]. A 3D
wake model for complex terrain was established in [17] while the WT micro-siting problem
was solved by the greedy algorithm considering installing WTs with different hub heights.

However, the above literature only concerns the micro-siting optimization of the
OWFD. To our knowledge, our work is the first to put forward a method for solving the
CCLOP of the OWFD. The CCLOP of OWFD aims to optimize the cable connection while
meets all the technical and engineering constraints, which is an intractable combinatorial
optimization problem. The exact algorithms face the challenges of ensuring a feasible
solution to such a problem [18]. In comparison, meta-heuristic algorithms find suboptimal
solutions in an acceptable time, and have been adopted in many works [19,20]. Ref. [19]
proposed a technique of coding the topology to a binary string and apply genetic algo-
rithm to solve the CCLOP considering both middle and high-voltage alternating-current
grids. Considering the wake effect and accurate power losses calculation method, ref. [20]
proposed solved by an APSO to solve the CCLOP.

According to our previous work, the proximity relationship between WTs is important
in obtaining an optimal cable connection layout. To give gain a better judgement of the
the proximity relationship between the vertices (i.e., OS or WTs) and thus find a better
solution, the Voronoi distance [21,22] is introduced to define the proximity relationship
between vertices, and the two adjacent vertices are connected preferentially to improve
the searching efficiency of the algorithm in this paper. Voronoi distance has achieved good
results in vehicle routing problem optimization [23], and our work is the first to incorporate
the Voronoi distance into the CCLOP model.

The main contribution of this work is summarized in the following:
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(1) Considering the influence of CELC on the economic performance, a CCLOP model
of OWFD is established. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
proposes an optimization model for solving the CCLOP of OWFD.

(2) To resolve the CCLOP, a novel V-APSO-LS algorithm is proposed, which adopts a
K-ring shaped Voronoi neighbor (KSVN) and a local search strategy (LSS) to enhance
the optimization ability of APSO.

(3) The proposed algorithms are well verified via two case studies.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the CCLOP of
OWFD. Section 3 provides a V-APSO-LS algorithm to solve the model. A wind farm with
72 WTs is chosen as the study case to demonstrate the proposed method and its strategies
in Section 4. Some conclusions and future work on OWFD are given in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Models

In this section, the assumptions associated with the model are introduced at first. A
new CCLOP model is specified which is established according to the characteristics of
OWFD.

2.1. Assumptions

To make the paper more readable, some corrections have been made for the assump-
tion section in the following.

� The type of WT in each position within the wind farm is given which is also the truth
that the CCLOP was solved after the micro-siting of wind turbines were decided.

� To simply the cable length calculation, the distance between the OS and the WTs is a
two-dimensional Euclidean distance. In reality, this length is always modified by a
redundancy factor.

� All WTs are assumed to be operated at 1 p. u. voltage and the power factor is assumed
to be 0.95.

Based on the above assumptions, this article will establish an optimization model of
CCLOP based on OWFD.

2.2. Optimization Model
2.2.1. Objective Function

In graph theory, a spanning tree is a subgraph of an undirected graph G [7]. The sub-
graph contains all vertices and some branches in G. All vertices have paths to communicate
with each other, but there are no loops. The spanning tree of a weighted G can be expressed
as:

GT= (V, B T , WT), GT ∈ G, BT ∈ B, WT ∈W (1)

where V represents the set of all vertices, B is the set of all branches connecting the vertices
in V. W is the set of weights corresponding to all branches in B. GT is a subgraph of G,
representing a spanning tree of G. Similarly, BT is the set of the branches in B while WT is
the weight corresponding to all branches in BT .

According to the definition of the spanning tree shown above, we know that if the
OS (represented by VOS) and WTs (represented by VWT) are regarded as the vertices of
G, the cost of the cable connecting the two vertices (between OS and WT or WT and
WT) is the weight of the branch. Then the CCLOP problem can be transformed into a
mathematical problem of finding a GT with minimum total weight in a weighted G. The
objective function of the CCLOP problem includes two parts: CAPEX of cables and CELC,
of which the detailed mathematical expressions are discussed in the following sections.

The cost of CAPEX of branch m with cable type p is calculated as:

ZCAPEX,GT ,m,p= CpLGT ,m ϕGT ,m,p (2)
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Then, the total cost of CAPEX of all cables can be formulated as:

ZCAPEX,GT =
M

∑
m=1

P

∑
p=1

ZCAPEX,GT ,m,p (3)

In addition, the power losses along the cables reduce the profits of the wind farm
owner and appear all over the lifetime of the offshore wind farm. In order to account for it,
the net present value of the CELC during the wind farm’s lifetime is incorporated into the
objective function as follows:

ZCELC,GT ,m,p= (I GT ,m,p

)2
RpLGT ,m ϕGT ,m,p (4)

where IGT ,m,p is the sum of currents flowing through the branch m. In a homogeneous wind
farm, the power through the cable is usually calculated according to the total number of
WTs that the cable undertaken which has been adopted in [7,12,20,24]. In an OWFD, the
rated powers of WTs are not identical. In order to calculate the power flow in each cable
when all the WTs are in full load condition, the WTs’ types associated with the cable should
be identified. A simple example is shown to explain how the IGT ,m,p is calculated in such a
case.

Supposing that there are two offshore wind farms with the same layout (one OS and
four WTs are with the same coordinates). One is the homogeneous wind farm which
composed of the same type of WTs while the other one is the OWFD. All the WTs in each
wind farm are operated in full load condition. The rated power for type one and two WT is
2 MW and 3 MW, respectively. Neglecting the power losses, the actual power along each
branch are compared in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A simple example of Energy calculation when all WTs are operated in full load condition.
(a) Energy distribution for the homogeneous wind farm; (b) Energy distribution for the OWFD.

In Figure 1a, there are four WTs transmitting their energies to cable (1,2), which has
the same type. Therefore, the actual carrying capacity of cable (1,2) in Figure 1a is 4 × 2 = 8
MW. In Figure 1b, the WTs transmitting energies to cables (1,2) include two type 1 WTs
and two type 2 WTs. Therefore, the actual power reached at the cable (1,2) in Figure 1b is 2
+ 3 + 3 + 2 = 10 MW. It can be seen that when there is only one type of WTs in the wind
farm, it can be obtained by the product of the number of WTs transmitting energies to the
cable and the rated WT’s power. However, if the WTs in the wind farm are not identical,
the corresponding WT types and number of each type of WTs related to the cable should
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be identified so that the actual power of each cable can be calculated. As a result, Equation
(5) is modified to resolve the above issue:

IGT ,m,p =

HGT ,m

∑
h=1

Irate,qδGT ,q,h (5)

where HGT ,m is the number of the WTs that transmit their power through the branch m of
GT while Irate,q is decided by the WT type q, the mathematical expression is written as:

Irate,q =
Prate,q√

3cosψUrate,q
(6)

Then the CELC of all cables can be written as:

ZCELC,GT= 3×
T

∑
ξ=1

(1 + η)ξ ψ∆Closs

(
M

∑
m=1

P

∑
p=1

ZCELC,GT ,m,p

)
(7)

Finally, the overall objective function is defined as:

Zmin,total= min(Z CAPEX,GT
+ZCELC,GT

)
(8)

2.2.2. Constraints

The main constraints involve in this work are summarized in the following:

GT ∈ G (9)

IGT ,m,p ≤ Imax,p, ∀ m = 1, 2, . . . , M , ∀ p = 1, 2, . . . , P (10)

1 ≤ FGT ,VOS,in ≤ 10, VOS ∈ V (11)

1 ≤ FGT ,VWT,m ,in ≤ 2 , ∀VWT, m ∈ VWT , ∀ m = 1, 2, . . . , M (12)

FGT ,VWT,m ,out= 1, ∀VWT, m ∈ VWT , ∀ m = 1, 2, . . . , M (13)

∀ Bm1 ∩ Bm2 = φ, Bm1 ∈ BT , Bm2 ∈ BT , m1 6= m2 ∈ [1, M] (14)

Equation (9) is to ensure that GT is a spanning tree of G. Based on the principle of
equipment protection, the actual current flowing through each cable cannot exceed its
maximum current carrying capacity which is constrained in Equation (10). From the
engineering point of view, some constraints are made from Equations (11)–(13) which
represents the maximum number of cables that an offshore substation can hold, the number
of incoming cables for each WT, and the number of outgoing cables for one WT respectively.
The crossed cables would not only endanger the operation of OWF but also increase the
installation cost. To ensure an uncrossed cable connection layout, Equation (14) is added to
this work.

3. Proposed Optimization Method

In this section, a novel V-APSO-LS algorithm is proposed for solving the above
intractable problem. The canonical APSO algorithm structure is specified at first. Secondly,
a simple example is elaborated to show how the k-ring shaped Voronoi neighbor-based
model is created. Then, the local search enhanced APSO is shown. The overall framework
of the V-APSO-LS is specified in the end.

3.1. APSO Algorithm

As one of the population-based methods, particle swarm optimization was firstly
proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart for solving a continuous nonlinear problem [25,26]. It is
a random search algorithm based on group cooperation, which is developed by simulating
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the foraging behavior of birds. In this algorithm, particles have two properties: speed and
position. The speed of the particles represents the speed of movement, and the position of
the particles represents the current solution. The algorithm finds the optimal solution by
updating the speed and position of the particles, which can be expressed as:

vi,t+1= ω·vi,t+r1·rand()·(LB i,t − xi,t) + r2·rand()·(GB i,t − xi,t) (15)

xi,t+1= xi,t+vi,t+1 (16)

where the first term in Equation (15) is a weighting factor, the second term is a cognitive
learning part, and the third term is a social learning part. The later research [27] found that
the larger the w is, the stronger the global optimization searching ability that the algorithm
has, and thus shows a weaker the local optimization searching ability; if it gets smaller,
the algorithm’s local optimization ability is stronger, and the global optimization ability
is weaker. It can be seen that the global and local optimization searching performance of
the algorithm can be adjusted by tuning the parameters. In the light of this, an APSO with
a non-linear reduction of inertia weight was proposed in [27]. The weight was changed
according to the following rule:

ω =
1

1 + 1.5e−2.6µ
∈ [0 .4, 0 .9], ∀ µ ∈ [0, 1] (17)

µ =
davg − dmin

dmax − dmin
(18)

According to our previous work [7,20,28], APSO with initial values of r1 = 2, r2 = 2
and ω = 0.9 has shown good performance in solving CCLOP compare with MST. Further-
more, as indicated in [29], particle swarm optimization has higher computation efficiency
in solving non-linear problem compared with other meta-heuristic algorithms. Therefore,
the APSO is selected as the core algorithm to optimize CCLOP in this work.

3.2. V-APSO-LS Algorithm

In this section, a new coding and decoding strategy based on k-ring shaped Voronoi
neighbor and APSO, named V-APSO-LS, is proposed. In order to further enhance the local
search ability of the algorithm, a random local search strategy is incorporated and specified
at last.

3.2.1. K-Ring Shaped Voronoi Neighbor

A Voronoi diagram is a typical metric space decomposition method [22,30–32]. Ac-
cording to a nearest-neighbor rule, each discrete point in the Voronoi diagram is associated
with the region of the plane close to it. Each discrete point corresponds to only one region.
Due to the bisected features of the Voronoi diagram in spatial decomposition, it is often
applied to solve the problems such as nearest points, adjacencies, and proximity. In 1991
Aurenhammer et al. proposed the definitions of the Voronoi diagram, Voronoi region, and
Voronoi branches [30–32]. In 2017, Fang proposed the definition of k-ring shaped Voronoi
neighbor [22]. In the following, the detailed definitions related to the Voronoi diagram are
specified.

Definition 1. The discrete points distributed on the Voronoi diagram are defined as the Voronoi
site. Hence, the WTs and OS are Voronoi sites in this work.

Definition 2. The corresponding Voronoi regions of the site E1 and E2 are VR(E 1) and VR(E 2)
respectively. If there is a Voronoi edge between VR(E 1) and VR(E 2), then E1 and E2 are Voronoi
neighbors. For instance, there are totally 29 Voronoi sites in Figure 2 while E1 and E2 are one pair
of the Voronoi neighbors.
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Definition 3. The Voronoi distance between E1 and E2 is defined as the number of Voronoi branch
intersected by the line connecting E1 and E2. For example, the Voronoi distance between E1 and E2
in Figure 2 is one.

Definition 4. The k-ring shaped Voronoi neighbors set of E1 is referring to the set of k points with
Voronoi distance from E1, denoted as KN(E 1 , k). For example, KN(E 1 , 1), KSVN(E 1 , 2) and
KN(E 1 , 3) is the 1-ring, 2-ring, 3-ring Voronoi neighbors sets of E1 which are shown in Figure 2,
respectively.

As can be seen from Figure 2, the metric space is divided by the Voronoi diagram.
Instead of judging two points’ proximity relationship by the Euclidean distance, the Voronoi
distance is obtained based on redefining the proximity relationship between the sites, which
is a more scientific method of judging the proximity relationship [23]. The reason is that a
shorter Euclidean distance two sites does not also mean that their proximity relationship is
closer. A simple example is given in this work to illustrate the abovementioned situation,
as shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, there is a wind farm with 1 OS and 5 WTs (totally 2 types of WTs). It
can be seen that the Euclidean distance between the 6th node to the OS is closer than the
distance between the 3rd node to the OS. However, the 3rd node is the 1st order neighbor
of OS while the 6th node is the 2nd order neighbor of the 1st node. Hence, the 3rd node
is a closer neighbor of OS compared with the 6th node. Similarly, the 4th node and 5th
node are also the closer neighbors of OS compared with the 6th node. It can be seen that
in generating the cable connection layout, when the WT connected to the OS needs to be
selected, the priority of the 3rd node should be higher than the 6th node, and the 6th node
should be connected to the 4th site or 5th node.
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It can be seen that the Voronoi diagram judge the adjacent relationship between OS
and WT, and between WT and WT in a wind farm more scientifically, which is conducive
to selecting a better branch for cable connection in the layout process. The next section will
introduce the KSVN based codec scheme, and elaborate on how to apply KSVN to cable
connection layout optimization in this article.
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3.2.2. Encoding and Decoding of Particle
1© Encoding of Particle

According to the model shown in Section 2, the algorithm in this paper does not only
need to get the basic cable connection information, but also needs to consider the further
influence of energy loss on the selection of cable type on the layout. Therefore, the particle
code must contain two parts of information, one is the cable connection layout information,
the other is the information of each cable type. Based on the above reasons, assuming the
number of WTs is m, the particle i coding in this paper is shown in Figure 4.
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In Figure 4, S1 . . . SM represent the connection index which belongs to [1,m × (M −
m + 1)] and m = 1, 2, . . . , M while SM+1 . . . S2M are the Cable Type Incremental Number
(CTIN) index which are in the range of [1, P].

2© Decoding of Particle

Particle decoding includes two stages, the first stage is to get the cable connection
information, and the second stage is to select the cable model according to the current cable
connection information. In the whole decoding process, V-APSO-LS needs to use 6 basic
sets and 3 matrices as follows:

Set A: Including the vertices which have already been connected in MST.
Set B: Including the vertices which have not yet been connected in MST.
Set C: Including the length of each branch connecting vertices in set A.
Set D: Including actual current of each branch in MST.
Set E: Including the minimal cable type of each branch in MST.
Set F: Including the final cable type of each branch in MST.

Adjacency matrix AM: Including all the Voronoi distance and the geometrical distance
between each pair of adjacent stochastic vertices which are from set A and set B. Where set
A is the index of the column and set B is the index of the row.

Sorted-adjacency matrix SAM: All the branches in the adjacency matrix AM are sorted
from small to large according to the Voronoi distance. If the distance of two sides is equal,
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the branches are sorted from small to large according to the length of the branch. Finally,
the sorted-adjacency matrix SAM is obtained.

Cable matrix: Including the current carrying capacity, resistance and price per unit
length for each type of cable, the cable data is arranged according to the ampacity of the
cable from small to large.

In the first stage, set A only contains OS, set B contains all WTs, while set C, D, E and
F are empty. First of all, according to the vertices of set A and B, the adjacency matrix is
generated, and the branches in the adjacency matrix are sorted to get the sorted adjacency
matrix. Then, V-APSO-LS selects a new branch according to the connection index of particle
i and sorted adjacency matrix, and puts the branch related information into set C. At the
same time, the vertices corresponding to the branch are deleted from set B and then put into
set A. This phase will not end until set B is empty. It is worth noting that in the selection
process of vertex and its corresponding branch, if the cable connection layout after the
access of the branch does not meet the constraint from Equation (10) to Equation (14), the
next branch in the sorted adjacency matrix is selected in order until the constraint is met. It
should be noted that the new branch cannot cross the other branches in the spanning tree
in each step which is just by the method specified in [2].

In the second stage, the actual power through each branch (i.e., cable) can be obtained
according to the information in set C. The current passing through each branch (i.e.,
cable) will be calculated by Equations (5) and (6), and the current value is put into set D
accordingly. Further, according to the current value in set D, the cable with the minimum
current carrying capacity while meeting the constraint of Equation (10) will be selected [7],
and put into set E. Finally, the selected cable type of each branch is decided according to
the sum of the corresponding index in set E and the CTIN index of particle i which is the
information that put into the set F. It is worth noting that if the added value exceeds the
maximum index of the optional cable type, then the cable type will be set to the maximum
cable type index.

To sum up, after two stages of decoding, the obtained information in set C and F
can constitute a cable connection layout. Combined with set D, the corresponding cost of
the cable connection layout can be calculated. In order to better explain the two stages of
particle coding, an example is given in the following. It is assumed that there are totally
six WTs with two types in the reference wind farm, the position of particle i is assumed to
be [2,4,1,1,2,0,1,2,1,0]. There are three types of optional cable models (the larger the cable
index, the greater the carrying capacity of the cable). Among them, the first five positions
of the particle represent the connection index, and the last five positions represent the
CTIN index. The detailed decoding process of particle i is shown in Figures 5 and 6 which
represent the first and the second stages, respectively.

Assuming the position of particle i has been decoded the 1st dimension, and the
current set A is [1,2], set B is [3,4,5,6], and set C is {{(1, 2), 1.00}}. Then, decoding the 2nd
dimension of the particle i is shown in Figure 5. First, according to set A and set B, we
get the adjacency matrix AM. Second, sorting all the branches in the AM from small to
large according to the Voronoi distance, and then we get the sorted-adjacency matrix SAM.
Third, because the value of the second dimension of particle i is four, the 4th branch (1,3) of
the SAM is pointed. Lastly, assuming that the branch (1,3) satisfies the constraints from
Equation (10) to Equation (14), then the relevant information of this branch will be put into
set C. So the information in set C will be updated to {{(1,2),1.00}, {(1,3),2.00}}. Meanwhile,
set A and set B are updated to [1,2,3] and [4,5,6] respectively. Similarly, the 3rd to 5th
dimensions of the particle i can also be decoded according to the above steps and then set
A will be created as [1,2,3,4,6,5] and set C as {{(1,2),1.00}, {(1,3),2.00}, {(1,4),0.50}, {(4,6),0.71},
{(4,5),1.12}}.
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Next, the second stage of decoding is executed, as shown in Figure 6. First, according
to the cable connection information of set C, set D that includes the current passing through
each branch is calculated by Equations (5) and (6). Second, assuming set D is obtained as
[1.0,1.0,3.2,1.2,1.0], under the rule of selecting the minimum current-carrying cable type,
set E [1,1,2,1,1] is calculated. Third, the last five dimensions of the position of particle i are
[0,1,2,1,0], as introduced above it should be added with the information in set E, so that the
set F is initialized as [1,2,4,2,1]. However, since there is no cable with cable type 4, cable
type 3 will be picked up and then set F becomes [1,2,3,2,1]. Finally, set C, set F and set D
can get the cable connection layout corresponding to the particle i’s position and its related
information.

3.2.3. Local Search Strategy

LSS is often used to improve the local optimization ability of the intelligent al-
gorithm [33,34]. LSS directly optimizes the global optimal particles, and the updated
global optimal particles can enhance the social learning ability of particles, as shown in
Equation (19):

vi,t+1= ω·vi,t+r1·rand()·(LB i,t − xi,t) + r2·rand()·(GB local,i,t − xi,t) (19)

where GBlocal,i,t refers to the best position of all particles after using LSS at iteration t. It is
not hard to see that Equation (19) is the modification of Equation (15). According to the
characteristics of OWFD and APSO, a new LSS is proposed in this paper. As far as we
know, previous scholars mainly applied LSS for OWF micro-siting [35–37], then our work
is the first to present a LSS to solve the CCLOP.

The mechanism of the proposed LSS can be explained as: randomly change the value
of one dimension of the global optimal particle position. If the cable connection layout
corresponding to the new particle benefits the objective function, it will replace the original
global optimal particle, otherwise, it will be re-executed until the number of local search
iteration reaches the predefined limit. Since the particle position includes the connection
indexes and the CTIN indexes, the proposed LSS can help optimize the cable connection
and cable selection at the same time. Continue with the same example as shown in Figure 6,
two cases of particle updating using LSS are shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen in Figure 7, there are in total two cases. In the first case, it is assumed
that the LSS randomly selects the 5th connection index and changes its value to 1, and
then the particle 2 positon [2,4,1,1,1,0,1,2,1,0] is obtained. Further, decoding the particle 2
positon, the cable connection layout of particle 2 is shown in the bottom left of Figure 7.
It can be seen from the figure that the cable connection layouts of particle 1 and particle
2, after triggering the LSS, the branch (4,5) becomes branch (1,5). In the second case,
supposing that the LSS randomly selects the 1st CTIN index, and changes the value on this
position to 1 to get the new particle 3 position [2,4,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,0]. Similarly, decoding the
particle 3 positon, the cable connection layout of particle 3 is shown in the bottom right of
Figure 7. It can be seen from the cable connection layout after two particle codec that after
LLS, the cable type of branch (1,2) changes from type 1 to type 2.

It is worth noting that the above two cases only generate candidate particles. The
information of the global optimal particles will never update except that the LSS helps
generate a better solution. Therefore, this strategy can not only retain the original global
search ability of APSO, but also improve the local searching ability of the algorithm.
The performance of LSS in finding a better solution will be further demonstrated in the
simulation.

3.3. Optimization Framework

In this paper, we use the V-APSO-LS algorithm to solve the CCLOP for an OWFD.
The optimization framework is shown in Figure 8. As can be seen in Figure 8, the algo-
rithm starts with initializing Voronoi distance matrix which is generated as described in
Section 3.2.1. According to the locations of the WTs and OS, the particle population and its
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related parameters are initialized in the next step. After importing such information into
fitness function, the fitness value of each particle is obtained followed by the procedure in
Section 3.2.2, which is the basis of the later fitness comparison. Further, the position and
velocity of particles and their corresponding fitness values are updated, and the current
global optimal solution will be updated via the LSS in Section 3.2.3. The above steps will
not be terminated until the stop criteria are met. Finally, the optimal cable layout and the
corresponding costs will be obtained.
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4. Case Study

In this section, a reference OWFD is introduced at first. Then, two scenarios are
presented with detailed results comparison and discussion at the end. In addition, the
simulation software is MatLab, and the experimental simulation environment is Windows
10 OS, Intel Corei7-6800K CPU@3.40 GHz, 16 GB RAM.

4.1. Reference Wind Farm

In this work, an offshore wind farm with one OS and 72 WTs was selected. There
are three types of WTs in this wind farm, with the rated power of 3 MW, 3.3 MW and
6.4 MW respectively. The positions of the OS and WTs are already known. The techni-
cal and economic information related to the wind farm is shown in Table A1 while the
cable specifications are shown in Table A2. In addition, all cables are 3-core cross-linked
polyethylene AC cables.

4.2. Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, two scenarios are presented to validate the proposed method. Accord-
ing to our many trials, when the number of iterations is set to 150 and the population size is
set to 500, the algorithm can solve CCLOP of OWFD better. Then, to ensure the comparison
fairness, the number of iterations of each algorithm is set to 150 and the population size of
each algorithm is set to 500, while each algorithm is run 10 times independently. The best
solution among the 10 trials is selected as the optimal cable connection scheme, the result
of which will be discussed and analyzed at last.

4.2.1. Scenario I

In this scenario, two optimization models for solving CCLOP are adopted and solved
by the proposed V-APSO-LS. The first model (Model 1) is a cable connection layout scheme
constructed on the minimum cross-sectional area cable selection rule, that is, cables with
the small cross-sectional areas but satisfying Equation (11) are selected as far as possible for
layout which is the model proposed in [7]. The second model (Model 2) further considers
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the impact of the CELC on the cable type selection, which is the model proposed in
Section 2. The simulation results are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Optimized cable connection scheme. (a) Optimized layout of Model 1 obtained by V-APSO-
LS; (b) Optimized layout of Model 2 obtained by V-APSO-LS.

It can be seen in Figure 9, no crossed cables appear in either the layout obtained by
Model 1 or Model 2. Six kinds of cables are used for Model 1 case while in Model 2 seven
kinds of cables are used. Compared with Figure 9a, there are fewer blue cables in Figure 9b
which shows that Model 2 chooses more cables with the larger cross-sectional area. The
reason is that Model 2 considering the influence of CELC. To highlight the difference, the
branches with the larger cross-sectional area are shown in Figure 10.
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The statistic results for running each model using V-APSO-LS are shown in Figure 11.
As can be seen from Figure 11, the optimal solutions of Model 1 and Model 2 appear in the
8th and 2nd experiments respectively. Compared to Model 1, Model 2 gives a better cable
connection layout. In order to better understand the advantages and disadvantages of the
two models, the detailed cost information of the optimal cable connection layout obtained
by each model is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Simulation results of Model 1 and Model 2.

Item Model 1 Model 2

CAPEX (kEUR) 18,983.49 22,014.29
CELC (kEUR) 16,666.47 10,272.63

Total cost (kEUR) 35,649.96 32,286.92

It can be seen from Table 1 that the cable procurement cost of Model 2 is 3030.80 kEUR
more expensive than that of Model 1. However, the energy consumption cost of Model
2 is only 10,272.63 kEUR, which is 38.36% less than that of Model 1. As a result, the total
cost of Model 2 is 9.43% lower than that of Model 1. Although more expensive cables are
purchased in Model 2, the savings in CELC lead to a lower overall cost compared with the
situation of using Model 1.

4.2.2. Scenario II

In order to verify the proposed V-APSO-LS, and the effect of using KSVN and LSS,
the other three algorithms are used to solve Model 2 and compared with V-APSO-LS.
The first algorithm, Voronoi diagram-based adaptive particle swarm optimization (V-
APSO) is constructed by V-APSO-LS without using LSS. The second adaptive particle
swarm optimization minimum spanning tree (APSO-MST) algorithm is from [7]. The third
algorithm, Voronoi diagram-based wild goats algorithm with local search (V-WGA-LS), is
to replace the APSO in V-APSO-LS with wild goats algorithm proposed in [38], but still,
retain KSVN and LSS. The 10 trials results of the four algorithms are shown in Figure 12,
and the average computational times of V-APSO-LS, V-APSO, APSO-MST and V-WGA-LS
are 1284 s, 1176 s, 1522 s, 2452 s, respectively.

As can be seen from Figure 12, the optimal solutions of V-APSO-LS, V-APSO, APSO-
MST and V-WGA-LS appeared at the 2nd, 3rd, 6th and 5th times respectively. The results
obtained by the APSO-MST are the worst. In contrast, the V-APSO finds the best solution.
The optimized layout obtained by V-APSO, APSO-MST and V-WGA-LS are shown in
Figure 13. Then, the fitness value corresponding to each iteration is shown in Figure 14.
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and V-WGA-LS.

As can be seen from Figure 14, the result obtained by the V-APSO with KSVN is better
than the result obtained by the APSO-MST which shows the rationality of using the Voronoi
distance to judge the proximity relations between points in the layout. It is worthy of note
that after the 10th iteration, the convergence rate of V-APSO becomes slower. Furthermore,
V-APSO-LS with LSS is much better than V-APSO after 10 iterations. It is verified that the
LSS proposed in this paper can greatly enhance the searching ability of the APSO.

In addition, after the 10th iteration, the trace of the convergence of V-WGA-LS is
similar to that of V-APSO-LS. However, the convergence speed of V-APSO-LS is faster
while retaining a better solution which shows the superiority of the APSO than the wild
goats algorithm. The detailed cost comparison of the optimal cable connection layout
obtained by each algorithm is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The best, mean and worst solutions obtained by different algorithms in 10 trials.

Item CAPEX (kEUR) CELC (kEUR) Total Cost
(kEUR)

Best Solution

V-APSO-LS 22,014.29 10,272.63 32,286.92
V-APSO 21,081.63 14,026.23 35,107.86

APSO-MST 19,791.80 17,208.97 37,000.77
V-WGA-LS 21,869.70 12,241.77 34,111.47

Mean Solution

V-APSO-LS 22,970.34 10,643.30 33,613.64
V-APSO 21,015.19 15,862.99 36,878.18

APSO-MST 19,622.79 18,700.80 38,323.59
V-WGA-LS 22,065.20 12,412.29 34,477.49

Worst Solution

V-APSO-LS 23,923.75 10,514.20 34,437.95
V-APSO 22,823.75 16,742.74 39,566.49

APSO-MST 19,360.48 20,470.10 39,830.58
V-WGA-LS 22,324.53 12,855.72 35,180.25

As can be seen in Table 2, compared with the best, mean and worst solutions of the
algorithms respectively, the CAPEXes obtained by the APSO-MST are always the lowest,
whereas due to the higher CELCs, the total costs are the largest. Therefore, the accuracy
and stability of the V-APSO-LS are better than the other three algorithms. Furthermore, the
V-APSO-LS achieves the best solution which is 8.04%, 12.74% and 5.35% lower than the
solutions found by the V-APSO, APSO-MST, and V-WGA-LS respectively.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the influence of energy loss on the overall cable connection structure
economy is fully considered. Aiming at minimizing the total cost of OWFD, a CCLOP
model based on OWFD is established. In order to get an optimized result, this paper
proposes a V-APSO-LS which takes APSO as the core and adopts the KSVN and LLS to
enhance the optimized performance. In the simulation experiment of Scenario I, this paper
proves that fully considering the impact of CELC on the overall cable connection layout is
conducive to reducing the total cost of OWFD during the operation period. Furthermore,
in scenario II, the layout scheme of V-APSO-LS is superior to V-APSO, APSO-MST and
V-WGA-LS, which proves the effectiveness of the algorithm and the optimization strategy
proposed in this paper. Therefore, this paper provides effective theoretical guidance and
technical support for the cable connection layout optimization of OWFD.

In the future, CCLOP of large-scale OWFD can be established and optimized con-
sidering the number and location of offshore substations, and then compared with the
used industrial layout. At the same time, more optimization strategies is promising to
be adopted for improve the ability of the intelligent algorithm in solving the complex
combinational optimization tasks in terms of offshore wind energy.
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Abbreviations

OWF Offshore Wind Farm HGT ,m Number of the WTs that transmit their power through the branch m of GT
OWFD Offshore Wind Farm with Diverse Wind Turbine Types h Index of the WTs that transmit their power through one branch
OS Offshore Substation ϕGT ,m,p If branch m of GT uses type p cable, ϕGT ,m,p= 1, otherwise ϕGT ,m,p= 0.

WT Wind Turbine δGT ,q,h
If the hth WT transmits its power through the branch m of GT is WT
type q, δGT ,q,h= 1, otherwise δGT ,q,h= 0.

CAPEX Capital Expenditure T Lifetime of the wind farm [Year]
CELC Cable Energy Losses Cost Closs Unit cost of energy loss of cable [EUR/MWh]
CCLOP Cable Connection Layout Optimization Problem ψ∆ Duration time of peak energy loss [h]
MST Minimum Spanning Tree ψ Power factor
APSO Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization η Interest rate
APSO-MST Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization Minimum Spanning Tree ZCAPEX,GT ,m,p Cost of CAPEX of branch m with cable type p in GT[EUR]
KSVN K-ring Shaped Voronoi Neighbor ZCAPEX,GT

Total cost of CAPEX in GT[EUR]
LSS Local Search Strategy ZCELC,GT ,m,p Cable energy losses of branch m with cable type p in GT[MWh]
CTIN Cable Type Incremental Number ZCELC,GT

Cost of CELC in GT[EUR]
V-APSO-LS Voronoi Diagram based Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization with Local Search Zmin,total Total cost for the multiple wind turbine types offshore wind farm [EUR]
V-APSO Voronoi Diagram based Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization VWT, m The vertex m which notes WT m in VWT
V-WGA-LS Voronoi Diagram based Wild Goats Algorithm with Local Search FGT ,VOS,in Number of Feeders in GT
G an undirected graph FGT ,VWT,m ,in Number of input cables of WT m in GT
GT Sub-graph belongs to G FGT ,VWT,m ,out Number of output cables of WT m in GT
V Vertex set in G Bm1, Bm2 Branch m1 and branch m2 in BT
B All branches that connect V in G i Index of particles
BT All branches that connect V in GT Tite Number of iterations
W Weight of each branch in G t Index of iterations
WT Weight of each branch in GT xi,t, xi,t+1 Position of particle i at iteration t and t + 1
VOS The vertex which notes the OS in V vi,t, vi,t+1 Velocity of particle i at iteration t and t + 1,
VWT The vertex set which notes WTs in V LBi,t Best position of particle i at iteration t
M Number of wind turbines GBi,t Best position of all particles at iteration t
P Number of cable types ω Inertia weight
Q Number of WT types r1, r2 Learning factors
M Index of a branch in GT ; Index of WT in VWT ; Index of the dimension of the particle position µ Evolutionary factor
R Index of wind farm operation period davg Mean distance from the global best particle to the others
P Index of cable type dmin, dmax Minimal and maximum mean distances from one particle to the others
Q Index of WT type E1, E2 Site E1 and site E2 in the Voronoi diagram
Cp Unit cost of cable type p (EUR/m) VR(E 1), VR(E 2) Voronoi regions of site E1 and site E2
Rp Unit resistance of cable type p (Ω/km) KN(E 1 , k) The k-ring shaped Voronoi neighbors set of site E1
Imax,p Current-carrying capacity of cable type p (A) GBlocal,i,t Best position of all particles after using LSS at iteration t
Prate,q Rated active power of WT type q (MW) TLS Maximum attempts of local search
Urate,q Rated voltage of WT type q (kV) tls The tlsth attempt of TLS
Irate,q Rated current of WT type q (A) AM Adjacency matrix
LGT ,m Length of the branch m in GT(m) SAM Sorted-adjacency matrix
IGT ,m,p Actual current in branch m with cable type p in GT(A)
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Appendix A

Table A1. Other basic technical and economic data of the wind farm.

Item Value Item Value

Urate,q 66.0 kV η 0.049
T 25 Year ψ∆ 2608 h

cos ψ 0.95 Closs 109.055 EUR/MWh

Table A2. Basic technical and economic data for 66 KV, XRUHAKXS cable.

Type No. Sectional Area Price (EUR/m) Resistance (Ω/km) Ampacity (A)

T1 95 233.634 0.2500 260
T2 120 251.340 0.1458 315
T3 150 271.355 0.1250 350
T4 185 301.633 0.0970 428
T5 240 343.844 0.0729 440
T6 300 382.462 0.0600 520
T7 400 443.918 0.0437 600
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